Improving Postoperative Pain Score Among Charcot Marie Tooth Reconstructive Surgery Receiving Ambulatory Nerve Infusion Therapy

Background:
As the practice in outpatient foot and ankle surgeries increases, more painful and invasive procedures are being performed. Charcot Marie Tooth (CMT) is a rare hereditary neuropathy characterized by distal muscle weakness and sensory deficits (1). The result can be disabling foot deformities in children or young adults that require extensive surgical correction to improve mobility. CMT reconstructive surgery has proven to cause severe pain well beyond the 24-hour period postoperatively. Use of continuous local anesthetic-based peripheral regional analgesic techniques for patients undergoing surgical procedures is preferred where postoperative pain is likely to be more prolonged.

The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center conducted a retrospective 33-month study, evaluating the effectiveness of ambulatory continuous peripheral nerve blocks in children and adolescents. They concluded that it provided effective home postoperative analgesia.

Quality Question:
• Do postoperative pain scores improve in patients who receive ambulatory nerve infusion therapy (AMBIT) for CMT reconstructive surgery?

SMART Aim:
To improve postoperative pain score for CMT reconstructive surgery receiving ambulatory nerve infusion therapy for 72 hours as measured by patient reported pain score after discharge.

Results:
The implementation of the ambulatory nerve infusion therapy for CMT patients showed significant improvement in postoperative pain for 72 hours postoperatively. Pre-implementation pain scores averaged in the severe range. Post-implementation pain scores averaged in the mild to moderate range.

Nursing Implications:
The peri-anesthesia nursing implications involves enhancing the education of the peri-anesthesia nurse. As part of the peri-anesthesia annual competency peripheral nerve block education is being incorporated through on-going education training. The educational ins-services provided to PACU nurses includes proper use and handling of the ambit pump, competency in assessments of neurologic and circulatory functions of the extremity, and to anticipate complications to ensure good patient outcomes.

Bedside patient teaching is provided by PACU nurse and a Regional Anesthesiologist to ensure the patient and their caregiver receives accurate postoperative education. In addition, the use of ambulatory peripheral nerve infusions in the PACU helps in reducing the use of opioids administered in the PACU and upon discharge.

Conclusion:
A multi-disciplinary test of change created an effective workflow for implementing peripheral nerve catheters for a novel and invasive procedure. Furthermore, preliminary results proved this ambulatory nerve infusion therapy improves postoperative pain for CMT reconstructive surgery well beyond the 24-hr period after discharge. Future studies should examine the effectiveness of postoperative pain management using AMBIT pump therapy for other procedures, as well as compared to other conventional treatments.
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